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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017162255A1] An operator control apparatus which is designed as a slide controller has: a covering plate (10) with a user side (10a)
which faces a user, wherein the covering plate (10) has an operator control panel (12) with a plurality of operator control panel sections (12a..f)
which are arranged along an operator control line; a plurality of optical sensors, wherein at least one transmitter (16a..f) of the plurality of optical
sensors for emitting electromagnetic radiation and at least one receiver (18a..f) of the plurality of optical sensors for detecting electromagnetic
radiation are associated with each of the plurality of operator control panel sections (12a..f); and a control electronics system (30) for evaluating
measurement signals which are generated by the at least one receiver (18a..f) of the plurality of optical sensors. The plurality of operator control
panel sections (12a..f) of the operator control panel (12) of the covering plate (10) are in this case each configured in such a way that they can be at
least partially elastically deformed and/or moved by a pressure force (28) from the user side (10a) of the covering plate (10), and in that they at least
partially reflect radiation which is emitted by the transmitter (16a..f) which is associated with them. The at least one receiver (18a..f) is arranged and/
or configured in such a way that it allows spatially resolved detection of the radiation which is reflected by the operator control panel section (12a..f)
with which the at least one receiver is associated, and the control electronics system (30) detects operation of the operator control panel section
(12a..f) with which the at least one receiver is associated, depending on a detection location of the reflected radiation on this receiver (18a.. f).
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